
KeeeX helps to simplify the certification process!

Who ?

Created in 2010, Verifavia provides independent global environmental 
verification, certification and auditing services for aviation (airlines, 
business jets and helicopters), airports and maritime transport (ports and 
ships).

Verifavia also provides technical assistance, training and capacity 
building for Market Based Measures (MBM), Aviation Monitoring, 
Reporting and Verification (MRV) and ICAO's "Emission Reduction Action 
Plan" (NAP) to governments, state-owned enterprises, aviation regulators 
and airlines.

Problem statement ?

The Verifavia company approached us with a simple problem:

How to guarantee the integrity and authenticity of their digital 
documents and make them easily verifiable?

Solution ?

KeeeX therefore proposed our KeeeX KaaaS certification solution to 
Verifavia in the form of a web portal.

This solution offers several functions to guarantee secure 
dematerialisation, including:

- Instant certification of all types of digital files by simple drag and drop. 
KaaaS seals directly in the files proofs of digital identity, integrity, 
timestamp and blockchain anchoring.

- Management of certified files including secure sharing through 
end-to-end encryption, downloading and deletion.

- Digital signature and internal approvals/validations.

- Verification of file evidence by simple drag and drop.

Value proposition ?

Using self-evidence carried by the files themselves, our certification 
solution reverses the standard view that files are placed under the control 
of a trusted third party, document management system or other 
infrastructure.

Our solution enables Verifavia to validate and protect the final versions of 
their electronic documents (such as opinion verifications, compliance 
documents, certificates, etc.) which can be verified by any third party 
(competent authorities, classification societies, maritime administrations, 
etc.) through a verification web page.

By using our service, Verifavia can optimize and accelerate their internal 
processes, reduce their costs and allow anyone to easily verify the 
authenticity of issued documents.
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